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Custom 7 Degree Rake Triple 
Trees
These billet custom triple trees are CNC- 
machined from high strength aircraft billet 
aluminum and finished with hand polishing 
or triple chrome-plating. The top tree accepts 
stock handlebar dampeners and features coun-
terbores on both sides that conceal the seam 
of the tube caps for a clean custom look. The 
bottom tree comes compete with stainless steel 
fork stops that resist corrosion and allow instal-
lation with 3.5 or 5 gallon Fat Bob tanks. The 
7° rake angle is engineered to accept the Wide 
Glide or Softail 41 mm fork tubes and head-
light assembly. Fit FL models from 49-84, FXWG 
models from 80-86, Softail models from 84-99 
and custom FX, XL applications (1" stem).
160526 Chrome

Chrome ‘Smooth’ Triple Tree Set
Styled after their early FL model counterparts, 
these custom trees feature late-model rubber 
handlebar bushings and chrome pinch bolts. 
The fork slider cover tabs have been removed 
and the outer edges have been polished to 
give a smooth, clean look. Includes a lower 
triple tree cover like the one found on FXWG 
and Softail models, and it’s held in place with 
your bottom headlight mounting bolt.
13029 Fits all 4-speed Big Twin and Softail 

models from 49-99, TÜV

Chrome Triple Tree Sets
Chrome replacement triple tree sets include 
upper and lower tree, pinch bolts, and dust 
cover. Completely interchangeable with 
Original Equipment trees.
13090 Fits FL Softail models from 84-99, TÜV
13091 Fits FX Softail models from 84-99 and 

aftermarket cast neck frames, TÜV

Components for FL Softail Models
Individual upper and lower trees for all models 
from 86-99 (except FLSTS).
09330 Upper (repl. OEM 45456-86A)
09331 Lower (repl. OEM 45605-88), TÜV

Components for FX Softail Models
Individual upper and lower trees for FX Softail 
models from 84-99 and aftermarket cast neck 
frames (+3°)
100132 Upper (repl. OEM 345672-80)
100118 Lower (repl. OEM 45665-80A and 

45665-84A)

Early Big Twin Triple Trees 
Fit all 4-speed Big Twin models from 49-99. 
Styled after 60-84 triple trees and drilled and 
tapped for slider covers and early headlight, 
but with late-style, 4-piece rubber handlebar 
bushings.
13027 Chrome set
13028 Black set
13056 Chrome upper clamp only
13057 Chrome lower clamp only
13059 Black lower clamp only
Note: The top trees are not drilled and tapped on the backside 
for headlight tins. Bottom trees have no padlock tab. 13057 
and 13059 include stem. 

Custom Chrome Fork Conversion 
Kits
Kits to convert Showa front ends to the look of 
a Wide Glide front fork without the expense. 
Kits include: chrome-plated forged triple tree 
set with lower clamp cover, chrome headlight 
mount, special chrome fork tube plugs, chrome 
fork stop, chrome stem nut, chrome axle and 
axle spacer, and chrome fender spacers to per-
mit the use of the stock fender. The 77-83 Dual 
Disc kit includes two chrome rotor spacers with 
hardware; 84-99 kits include one rotor spacer 
and a chrome hubcap. CC #13203 front fender 
is recommended for 19" or 21" wheels.
13039 Fits all Sportster and FXR models with 

a single disc and 35 mm forks from 
84-86. UNF.

13032 Fits all Sportster and FXR models 
(except FXLR models) with a single disc 
and 39 mm forks from 87-99

13040 Fits all dual disc FX models from 77-83 
(shown)

13040

The triple trees on this page 

will fit models up to 2011 if 

the fork lock is not used or 

a notch for the fork lock is 

machined into the stem.

Upper Triple Tree Clamp for 
Blackline Models with TÜV
Made of billet aluminum with TÜV approval, 
for FXS models 12-13 (41,2 mm ø) , black. 
Includes a speedo bracket (for OEM speedo), 
riser mounting hardware for 1/2” risers and 
offers the possibilty to use aftermarket risers 
and handlebars.
619636 Upper triple tree


